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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, Nov. 28, 1956

, 'Cage Season Opens Saturday Scouts Plan
For Murray State Racers
Court, Honor
And Party

Dorsey Note Was
Forged, Police

_

,Opening Of
R.ank9
To Be Held

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Benton Scalps
Lynn Grove

Vol. LXXVII No. 282

Watershed Program Includes
very Acre In Watershed

GREENWICH, Conn., Nov. 28
The Benton Indians scalped the 15
Police studied today a '
v siting Lynn Grove Wildcats 98"hi
personal" note ,written
w
en
65 last night despite a 34 point
It will be the start of t h e Tom
by bandleader Tommy
Darnell or Gerald Tabor,
ey
performance by the losers' Tombasketball season for both Mur- as the
his
estranged wife shortly
her forward.
D°sbefore
to .
that falls on the 14 acre WaterBy VANDAL WRATHER
my McNeeley.
ray State college and Kentucky
he choked to death in his sleep.
In addition, it is expected that
shed.
Sod Conservation Service
Benton
romped
into
Wesleyan College
an
early
when
they Dale Alexapder, Frank WaggonPolice Chief Davis Robbins
,
Suppose all the land in the
Troop 45 met last night and
*tangle at the Owensboro Sports- er,
Announcement is made else- lead and completely controlled
Many questions have been Clarks River Watershed had prosaid Tuesday night that Dorsey's
and Ken -Wray/will make the after the opening
the
ceremony plans business manager
boards
as
the
Tribe
center Saturday, December I.
racked
coming to this office about a per soil and water conservation
had faked a where in today's issue of the
trip and see action as reserves. were completed
for the court of
up their third straight victory.
Both teams lost three leading
Watershed program. It is very programs applied.
Murray has won eight of the honor and Christmas party for note supposedly written by the Ledger and Times of the formal
The
Marshall
ountians'
scorers apiece from last year. ten
William encouraging to know that more
games in the series with the troop. The party will be 5I-year old musician before he opening of the Murray Roller "Bear"
Soil and Water Conservation
Stone
and
Gammell led people are realizing that a waterMurray lost Howie Crittenden, Wesleyan
Rink and Murray Grill.
The last meetings were held on Tuesday night December died.
Watershed way is now recthe
Slit'
Indians'
scoring with 24 and shed Soil and Water ConservaContents of the note Dorsey
Dick Kinder, and Joe Mikez with in 1954-55
The modern establishment is
when Murray and 18 at 7:00 p.m. in the social
ized as the best ,way of not
22 points respectively.
actually wrote are still secret.
a combined average of 50.3 per Wesleyan
located
on
West
Main
Street
program
tion
includes
every
on
a
split. with
only conserving soil but for preMurray hall of the First Methodst chur''The note we found was high- the old location of the Collegiate Benton
25 49 77 98 in the Watershed and not just
game.
winning the first one 102-92, ch.
venting floods. Controlling soil
Lynn Grove
ly personal in nature," Robbins Inn.
...
15 31 38 65 the cutting of a ditch.
Wesleyan is a little better off Wesleyan
This is an annual party and
taking the second one
and water loss is a big job and
said. •'We can't disclose its conBenton
in that it lost only a combined 91-68.
(38)
The Grill is located in the front
should be enjoyed by all. The
tents. It is important to our of the building with the
Forwards: Dailey 14, Stone 24,
The conservation program that much more remains to be done.
average of 38.8 in Linville Puckroller
court of honor will be held
The following is an estimate of
case."
Gald
9,
Slice
holds
most water where it falls
2,
Baker
2.
aptt, Lewis Snowden. and J o e
rink at the rear. Skaters may
first and will be second in size
some of the conservation pracRobbins
said
Tino
Brazi.
Centers:
Doris
probably
the
conservation
Gammell
best
22, Morgan
Hoop.
ester the rink through a door
this year with some 25 or 30
sey's manager, had "made up"
8
program. To prevent soil and tices needed for Calloway County
The Panthers still have Mason
the front of the building and
badges already earned and sevecapability survey
note
the
Brazi
to
read
reporters
Guards:
water
damage whether it is down based on land
Jackson 7, Peck 6,
Cope, a former Murray starter,
ral more expected by that time.
not necessarily go through the
Jones 2. Anderson 2, Duke.
stream or up stream, we must and conservation 'plan made by
and Logan Gipc, who have a
Announceme
grill.
nt
was
made
of
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
hold water when it falls. Such Soil ConservatIon Service at reLynn Grove (65)
Dorsey Dead
the winner of the patrol contest
combined average from last year United Press
A special feature for skaters
Conservation DisStart Correspondent
Forwards:
practices
as ponds, terraces, wa- quest of Soil
J.
Armstron
tor
the
g,
of 35.5 points per game. Gine
previous
months.
The
Is
the pair of double doors that
VIENNA, Nov. 28 11.P --2—COviet
trict Supervisors:
Crouch
7,
terways,
contour
L.
cultivation,
pruwinner was Mohawk patrol. The
Armstrong,
Burt
and Billy Siblas are both former sponsored Prendeer
1.
epter the grill from the rink.
Contour farming. 51,493 acres;
Janos Kadar,
Centers: Paschall 14, Lamb.
ner' land use, .increasing of orUniversity of Kentucky players.
The skating floor extends through
backing up his "tough line" prize will be a skating party
cover cropping. 20,000 a cr e s;
Guards:
ganic
Tuesday
next
matter.
Warren
etc.,
night
9.
reduces
at
Murthe
run
McNeeley 34.
Other comparisons on person- policy, today ordered the arrest
tile double doors to the counter
off. A good example of reducing stubble mulching. 40,490 acres;
nel show that Murray hasjcwer of a prominent Hungarian Tito- ray rink. The contest is judged
Where skaters may be waited
by
points
accumulated
run
for atoff can be found on Marvin strip cropping, 1,775 acres; crop
1- turning lettermen than Wesle- ist.
oft.
Hill's farm. Mr. Hill has estab- rotation. 68,026 acres; sericea. 20,Wyan. Murray has five, Wesleyan
Reliable sources said Andras tendance, dues paid, advanceA more complete description
lished four ponds in one 14 acre 331 acres; Alfalfa and perennial
has seven.
Szandor. a writer and leader ment and conduct during meetof the rink and the grill may
grasses, 1,535 acres; woods imWatershed.
of the intellectual "Petoefi" Club. ings and scout participation.
be' found on inside pages.
provement. 54,874 acres; t r ee
Boys in the winning patrol are
In looking at Saturday's game, had been detained by
The interior of the grill is of
the ComThe Murray Training School
According to Mr. Hill these planting, 11,977 acres; Wildlife
Harold Shoemaker, Patrol LeadCoach Rex Alexander said "Mur- munist regime.
modern design and attractive Colts pulled
er;.„Gerald McNutt, assistant Paaway in the third ponds together with good land area improvement, 705 acres; fish
ray is trying to overcome the
Szandor and Miklos Gimes. a
decorated. 'rhe most modern and period to defeat
visiting Farm- use and treatment practices are ponds, 2,000 acres; farm drainage,
lack of experience in the reserves journalist and recognized Tito- trol Leader; Louie Greenfield.
Convenient appliances are in- ington 48-39 last
holding better than 90% of water 20.818 acres (requiring approxiscribe; Tommy Steele, Lee Vance,
night.
and what. we need most right ist, ayers denounced
stalled at the grill and fountain.
.bxadar
Iittl'y Rogers, aggressive guard,
mately 300 miles for open drain- • now is-ter just play a game. A as representative of the "criminal Rob - Walston and Charles Rob-The
roller
rink
and
grill is led the Colts to their third vicage); terracing, 346 miles: diverot of the early season success and counter - revolutionaries" ertson.
owned
by
a
group
of local men tors' with a 20 point performance.
Tuesday night December 3 will
sion construction, 384 miles; pond
ir lack of it will depend upon he warned would be hunted
and aperated by Mr. and Mrs. Rogers shared
be old toy roundup night and
construction. 4,670; waterway descoring honors
he performance of the sopho- down and put on trial.
James
Mills, both of whom are with Farmington guard,
scouts will pick them up beginvelopment. 4.029 acres.
Andrus,
Protest Kadar Policy
mores under game conditions."
qualified in both departments of who tallied 20.
ning at 6:30
A. C. P. and Soil Bank offer
Hungarian strike leaders forCoach Alexander thinks that
the business.
Murray Training .. 13 31 48 71
cost share on most of these practhe game Saturday will be fast mally protested Tuesday against
Mr. and Mrs. Mills and their Farmington
Local motor vehicle dealers tices.
13 26 39 52
and that Wesleyan will play an the "big stick" policy adopted
Tommy Davey,
family of four children live in
must have a license issued by
Murray 'Training (71)
With a good Soil and Water
aggressive type of game since by Kadar. The council sent a
Tommy Dorsey, icing a leading Murray. "We feel responsible for
Forwards: Suiter 14, Harrell 3. the Department of Motor Trans- Conservation plan for the Waterthey have good size and speed copy of their protest to Kadar.
trombonist
band
and
the
leader,
was
children
portation
when
showing
they enter
his qualifica- shed all would know the total
The protest said Kadar's speech
Center: L. Parker 9.
together with lots of experience.
found dead on Monday in his the skating rink", Mills said. "We
Guards: Marahall 11. Rogers tions before .obtaining registra- conservation job to be done and
While Murray lacks experienc- "did not serve the interest of
Greenwich,
Conn.,
do
home..
The
tion
not
51certificates
just turn them loose to 20, John Siirbat 14.
and plates for with the farmer using all availaMurray gtate's hopes for a year-old musician
ed reserves, it is the opinion of the Hungarian people and hind1957.
and his broth' skate, but rather we keep the
ered a peaceful solution."
ble assistance from A. C. P., Soil
Prmingtott (52)
cage victory over Kentucky WesCoach Alexander that the Brads
This
information was received
Cr,
wars appearing cur- skating under strict supervision
"We objected to everything leyan Saturday night
Forwards: K. Smith 8, ManBank, Public Law 566, army enwere enwill have a more balanced atyestra
filay by Use county court
rent,' with Stair band In a New sa- all times. No - one can leave grown 4, Turner
he said and also to the general hanced yesterday when
gineer* -el
1.
etc. We
it was
Otack Ibis year than last year and
•-el!rk edicerning House Hill MI.
the ring at will and return. If
tone qf the speech," a spokesman learned that Mason Cope, the York hotel.
Center: Arnett.
would change Ihcoolcs as wen
that defense will be improved for the
1956 regular session of the
(International Soundphoto) a person leaves, theta he must
Budapest Workers Coun- Panthers All-American candidate
Guards: Andrus 20, Newsome
as usefulness of every acre in
becaus.1 the squad has mor e cil said.
General Assembly.
pay the admisison fee again if 14. Gardner I.
will be out with injuries.
height.
A motor vehicle bearing deal- Watershed.
The spokesman made it clear
he
wishes
to
t
nter
again. In other
Last years scoring ace Cope„ after Dorsey's body was found
er's license plates may be used
Expected starters Saturday that Hungarians did - not accept
words, we act as baby sitters
night for Murray are Sherrill Kadar's eplanation for the dis- a former Bred, has a badly fully clothed in the locked mas- for • the
only by a person holding a valid
children while they are
sprained ankle and will be sorely ter bedroom of his $130,000
license as a manufacturer. dealMarginett and Terry Darnell at appearance of ex-Premier Imre
there."
missed by Wesleyan when they mansion.
er, wholesale distributor or salesguards. Quitman Sullins at cen- Nagy. He added that the return
The general public is urged
take on Murray at Owensboro
The
police
chief
said
Brazi
man isued by the DMT or by
ter, and Fran Watrous at
for- of the former Titoist premier Sports Center.
had admitted faking the band- to visit the skating rink and
employees, the bill stated. An
ward wiSit either John Powless, "remains our first demand."
With Cope absent, Wesleyan leader's final note "to help take grill during the three day formal
By UNITED PRESS
employee however must use the
Rejects Workers' Demands
A fresh surge of cold Canadian
will depend on another transfer some of the pressure off Mrs. opening and to inspect the floor
license plate only when deStrike leaders noted that Ka- letterman to stop the Thoroughair swept over the border into livering
and the grill.
Dorsey."
vehicles from his firm
dar's threats of a crackdown breds. He is Logan Gine, one
The note Barzi read to newsSeveral door prizes will be the northern Great Plains early to another or to custoiners.
on "counter-revolutionary agents" of the University of Kentucky
today, while southerly
men said:
given during the opening:
winds
Names of those entitled to
could include almost everyone rebels, a 6' 3" guard from
"Dear Janie,
warmed the eastern half of the use a dealers license plate shall
in Hungary who oppose the Owensboro.
"Thanks very much for the
nation.
be recorded with the county
Kadar regime.
Almo High's dismal record has
dinner. It was wonderful and
Meanwhile, weathermen warn- clerk. Salesman must carry a
One spokesman noted that Kafailed to dim the determination
be sure to thank your Mom.
ed
of
possible
local
salesman
heavy
license
issued
by
snowthe
rejecting
sea%
dar
every workof their coach. Bill Williams
I am leaving early in the mornfalls near the eastern side of DMT.
ers' 'demand w ith arguments
who is confident they will deing. Kiss Husie (his 7-year old
Lake
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The
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stated
bill
Senior
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class
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for
of
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"wrought with the help. of 5,000
velop a winning combination by
daughter) before shes leaves for High School will present Kirksey cold blasts.
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Not
three
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winds, averaging
The spokesman . said that desGoing into the Hazel tussle
Robbins refused to assess the 7
Friday night November 30 at 25-35 miles per hour, were pushg) A wave of robberies has taken pite the regime's new hardened five game losing streak in winiast night, the Warners had lost
possible significance of the true
their
first
game
the
of
ning
ing
the
new
place through this area, however attitude "we shall not give in
cold wave over the
all its engagements 'including a
The play hinges around Lotus Dakotas and into northwestern
season as they downed the visit- note, but he did say it gave
it is not known whether they and they know it."
89-71 shellacking to Lynn Grove.
no indication that Dorsey con- Smith, granddaughter.
Hazel
Lions
night.
ing
75-53
last
who is Minnesota. The frigid air was to
are connected or not.
". . .And in the end, we shall
Williams over looks his teams
really grandson. of Mrs. Col- spread south and
After trailing 33-30 at half templated suicide.
Monday night three automo- have our own way," he added
The annual state license fee lack of height, and is encouraged
eastward into
gate-Br
moved
Warriors
out
time,
the
ewster,
the
wealthy
trus- the upper Great LakeS and
biles were stolen in Murray grimly.
as for all trailers is $4.50, and by their spirit and attitude towtee of Cedar Hill College. The far
Budapest radio broadcast con- in front in the third quarter
with two of them being recoversouth as Missouri and north- fees: for house trailers is $9.50 ard competition within the counI
faculty
headed.
were
never
Bob
and
and
student
body of the ern Oklahoma during
ed. A new 1957 Studebaker tinuing appeals to workers to
according to the county court ty. This latter factor favors
the day.
college for women are very
Hawk is still missing from Mid- return to their jobs. eports from Pritchett. Almo forward, turned
Snow flurries accompanied the clerk.
Almo who has played but one
attack
scoring
much
to
point
in
35
dependent
a
upon donations chilly air.
way MotOrs.
Budapest said workers were goIf a trailer is brought into Calloway foe and leaves no
Hampton
given
scorers.
lead
all
was
by
the
trustee. Homer
About $50.00 worth of wren- ing back, but mainly because
Cold air still covered the east- Kentucky, purchased from a strings hidden as to the damage
Quakenbush, t h e elderly, but
high for the Lions with 16.
ches are still missing from Bran- of cold and hunger.
All farmers are urged to atern portion of the country from dealer, or built by an individual they could render Concord and
75
47
spry
30
14
Alriap
custodian
adds the humor
b don Bros. Used Cars and several
tend a dark-fired tobacco stripthe lower lakes region to Ala- during January. a 12 months Lynn Grove shouter- they sudHazel
to the evenings performance.
20 33 39 63
batteries from Midway Motors.
ping and handling demonstration
bama
and eastward to the Atlan- fee is due; February, 11 months denly began to roll.
Almo
Characters
(75)
are played by CarSheriff Futrell said this morndue. etc. Operators will pay the
The youthful coach is' planning
at the County Extension Office
tic
Coast.
But southerly winds
Forwards:
Pritchett
olyn
Peeler
4,
Fulton,
Sharon Finnemann,
ing that nothing new had been
same fee as in the past based to shift his forces 5to a double
Friday,
November
30,
1956
were
at
moving
behind
this
Glyrida
older
35.
Swift, Brenda ioung,
uncovered in the two thefts.
on gross weights plus the $4.50 pivot offense in hopes of -over1:30 p.m. according to County Sharon Gordon, Barbara
Center: Lovett 23.
Washer, iold front and brolsgbt general license fee.
Monday night a jewelry store
taking the leaders.
Agent
S.
Foy.
V.
The
Federal
warming
from
Edwards,
Reever
eastern
Guards:
William
1,
New MexEdwards, Linda Lawson,
in Paris was entered -and about
This is pursuant to the new
Tobacco Grading Service will Rob McCallon, Jane Jones and iro to Louisiana and northeastThe New Concord Redbirds Phillips 12.
Individual Statistics:
$2,000 in watches were stolen.
Trailer License Law, effective
scored a 53-43 victory over the
(Continued on Back Page)
ward into the upper Great Lakes. Jan. 1.
Hazel (53)
Delbert Newsome.
Reports are that part of this
Heath Pirates in the Murray
Ft FT Total
Forwards:
Waters 4, Cooper 4,
jewelry theft has been recoverHigh gym last night.
Curd 7.
ed. A suit of clothes was stolen
aka
Pritchett
33 22 88
The Redbirds held a slender
Center: Hampton 16.
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the same night from a clothing
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point but were able to build 9.
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COMMAND OF NATO
Cotton's Club. .located j ust
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Lovett
8
23
up a larger lead in the third
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south of Hazel on US 641 was stanza.
McCarty
8
4 20
Concord center, Billy
4
entered sometime Monday night Buchanan,
Edwards
6
5 17
led the scoring with
and the interior wrecked. Several
Phillips
6
4 16
19 points as Kenneth Jett tossed
coin operated machines were
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in 15. for the losing Pirates.
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1
2
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Concord's win last night coupl- Mondays complete record follows:
moved.
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1
0
2
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ed with Lynn Grove's loss to
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New Concord (53)
By United Press
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WEDNESDAY — NOVEMBER 28, 1956

Bob Richards Murray Roller Rink Is Listed
May End His As One Of The South's Finest
Lona Career
r...1

__ ...

UNIVERSITY 4-H COED
WINS $300 SCHOLARSHIP

Miss Cecile Bates of Wayne
County. 4-H club member and
University of Kentucky sophomore in home economics, has
been awarded a scholarship •if
Roller skating is a iapidly equipment, with theatre seats
5300 at the National 4-11 Club
growing national sport under the for the comfort of the skatersi
guiding hand of the Roller Skat- and spectators. The rine is heat- Congress in Chicago for her
ing Rink Operators of America ed by natural gas from a numb- work in room improoem: it, it
(RSROA). In Murray. the Moro, or of large overhead gas heaters. was announced in ClOcago Nov.
ray Roller Rink, 1413 West Main To provide summertime cooling, 26. The regional award o one
Street, under the management one of the largest industrial of eight made by the Sears
of' Mr and Mrs. James W Mills, type fans driven by a five hp Roebuck Foundation
has been newly conatructed and electric motor has been installed
To younger 4-Hens Miss Hates
equipped to- become the kit) in the rear of the rink to pull said "Don't be discouraged if
of roller skating for Western I the air through from the side )our first award is a white
Kentucky and Tennessee. It Is windowl and front doors. creat- ribbon. Just keep on trying."
the finest roller rink in the ing a cooling breeze over the She explained that as a 1:-year
entire South. according to Mills, I skating and spectator area.
old she, too, won a white riboon,
and the only rink in Kentucky ' The rink will be open nightly but since has won a blue and
outside of Louisville which is except Sunday., with Monday three purple ribbons in room
affiliated with the national or-land Wednesday fors group and' imprevement.
Sanitation -a This will result in . organization' skating. Afternoon
Achievements included the renumerous .advantages to theeiallt- i sessions will be held Tuesday,
finishing of her grandmother's
ers of this area. They will be 1 'Thursday and Saturday with
organ, v,•alnut table and several
trained in figure, dance. and ' beginner classes for children and other pieces; removing g :. a
te
speed skating, and the winners; adults on Saturday mornings, and bricks from fireplace, buildin local competition will Ade I Complete information and reset'- ing brick
hearth and refinishing
given the opportunity of at- i vations may be arranged through mantle;
painting walls and retending the annual Southern Res I Mr. or Mrs. Mills at 1413 West finishing old pine floor
In family
gional meet in St. Peters- burg. i Main Street
living room.
Florida in June, with expenses ------- _
ei .
:Murray Roller Rink '
taind by the
•
The winners of that meet go to
the national meet in Oakland.
California.

Pigskin Panorama For This
Year Passes This Weekend
By CisertL LUNDQUIST
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK lA -This is the
week they "ring down the curtam" on that old "pigskin parloramour-Unless yop follow the pros
inateala of this prose, you'll have
to "wait 111 next year" to see
those "highly touted", "helmeted
heroes". "hit pay dirt", "split
the uprighta". and "tight rope
down' the sidelines".

Tennessee over Vanderbilt Fraley used to give you ones
like this.
Auburn over Alabama - But
he's counting gold medals dowtf.
under.

JPTION RATES
'
: By Carrier in
per week 311e, Per
By OSCAR FRALEY
en.h 95c. In Calioway and adjoining counties, per year HIM; elseUnited Press Sports Writer
hum 5.5.50
tralian aunshine today with his
mind 11.000 miles aci ay in CaliWEDNESDAY — NOVEMBER 28, 1956
Southwest
fornia and decided that the
f
approaching Olympic Games proTexas A & M user Texas ,bably would be the end of his
Thursday--left over from a leftI
athletic career.
over Thanksgiving.
••I haven't quite decided deLedger and Times File
finitely," the vaulting vicar mugBaylor over Rice-Say au reed in a homesick voice. "But
,
Anyway ,though, the crisp au- voir.
• eT
\,
he
eteB
eoc
riaam
l pD
in
i I think this Ls it."
ritnns B
vriluim
agle
eyonMtehm
us
isp
oe
fno
Aio
saa•a,ho
ltated
tumn air was nice and tangy exTexas Tech over Hardin SimLaHis
vern
thoughts were back in
[
cept on those days when it was mons-But not goodbye.
Verne. Calif., with his ciiie
. ()liege, Stillwater; Okla., was dedicated in an impreswarm enough for shirt - sleeved
Houston over Detroit - How0
and three children - eight-year
t'e cereMony on September 96. The building was dedi- ,,, Carole Ann, six-year old
crowds.
about
finis?
old
'" - Jr.. and four-year old
to the niZmory of Ben Brumley. graduate of Mur- o
Texas Christian over Southern
Bobby
about
So for a cold finale, how
Methodist-Or amennpes they say
sty High School, who died; last July while a resident of Paul David.
a few hot selections, but bring in church.
he village. Brumley was working on a degree in agri"I miss them so much. I don't
along your overcoat in case these
know what to do," said the
ulture at the time of his death.
don't raise your temperature.
Midlands
The first sale of air-cured (one sucker) tobacco for second man ever to vault 15
Game of the Week
cleared
a
he
has
height
Oklahoma
over Oklahoma A&
he current season will b held on the Murray market on feet,
Army over Navy--The Middies
103 times. -I've sacrificed my
M-For the Aggies this could be
uesday, December 3. it was announced this week.
their
slight
favorites
and
it
is
are
'h'ling, my profession and my
Claudt, Miller, chairman of the Calloway County family for athletics. It's time to
turn to win. But Army has a real the end.
Missouri over Kansas-Cheer'
striking force that can score from
Infantile Paralysis Fund Drive, has announced that he step 'down."
near and far. The scouts say I,) Don Fauna,
r
.ecently received a letter from the Kentucky chapter of i The square-jawed minister, far
Far West
Army has a faster line. And the
-he National Fund that Calloway County has been select.:i from his usual bubbling soli,
Southern California over Notre
physical
form.
Cadets
are
in
top
time
had
spent
a
lot
of
said
he
-'
iron
lung:
—
_d as /he site for an
I
Mr. and Mrs James
The vote here is for the Cadets Dame-Ault land sync.
W. Mills
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic found its nursery with!of late arriving at his almost havg had 16 years experience.;
Far Far West
to ruin a possible Navy Cotton
decision.
Irrevocable
r
iar
more babies than it could accommodate on Friday
. of ;i
hi tfie operation of leading roller
Hawaii over San Jose StateBowl trip.
- Has Other Considerations
and KenCalifornia
ast week.
rinks
in
Aloha.
"I'd like to defend- the OlymEast
The Murray Grill, on the site with pure ground beef to a full
d daughter, Diane. of pic championsh" said Rich tucky. They haie four children.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Johnson 'an.
of
the
old
"Collegiate
Inn",
1413
course
dinner.
The
expert
skaters.
restaurant is
Boston College over Holy Cross
Ridge, Tenn., were weekend guests of the former'S ards. who set the record of 14 all of whom ate
James W. Mills, Jr., who is a West Main Street, is Murray's spell from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. -Close enough to look out for
narents, Mr. and Mrs. K. 5A. Johnston.
. feet, 14 inches in 1952. "I' sophomore at Murray. State Col- newest eating place, and one daily, including Sundays.
the old school tie.
naturally like to compete at
New Representative Forf
lege and a guard on the football of West Kentucky's finer restauSouth
• Rome in 1960, but you can't
rants.
It
has
the
latest
fountain
speed
skating
SINGER SEWING
team,
is
a
national
Clemson
over
Furman
Then
go on forever and then, too.
champion (1953); and will assist and all-electric kitchen equipMACHINE COMPANY
the uniforms go to laundry for
there's those other things to be
ment,
including
electric
dishin instruction of the skaters.
Now Living In Murray
the Orange Bowl game.
considered."
The Mills family are staunch washer to maintain strict sani— For --Richards' conscience bothers
Miami
over
you
Florida
-See
tation
of
glasses,
china,
and
supporters of the national slogon
him because of the great deal
later, alligator.
SALES - SERVICE and
sake, roller silverware at all times. The
your
health's
"For
of time he has given to • ath- skate." At tile Murray Roco
fountain equipment includes se
Mississippi over Mississippi
REPAIR contact
l:
•
letics.
State-We're gonna Miss you.
rnainta.n'
' ice-making machine to furnish
Rink
the
i
llant
to
-- time from
sanitary ice, a refrigerated softTulane over Isouisiana State----"
esorne
en,
clan, W
AUSTIN, Tex. RP - The Unimy family."- he said. -To be 'for theism* of this' area.
drir.k machine which maintains
Parting is such sweet sorrow.
408 S. 6th Street
versity.
of
Texas
was
emphatic
at the top in' today's athletics
syrup and drink mixes at a
Georgia ,Tgch over Georgia Phone 1650
as still shopping
you have -to train every day of
Tilt all new Murray Koller constaoce 34 degrees tempera- today that it
But.don't Tech it too hard.
the year. I guess I've put in Rink, 1413
'Main Street, lure, thus assuring uniform fotin- for a football coach and no one
10:000 hours training in the last has a skatigg surface 67 feet lain drinks at all times, the first had yet been picked for the
.10 years. rye been at the top wide by 120 feet long. The floor of its kind in West Kentucky. job. ,
"Neither Bobby Dodd nor anyfor a decade and I've spent too was constructed by first laying A Sweden milk shake machine
much time traveling to meets asphalt impregnated insulation . manufactures and maintains a one else has been offered the
in more than 30 countries in board on the asphalt ,coated constant uniform supply of doub- position of athletic director and
head football coach at the Unithe last five yeage.''
concrete floor, followed by ply- le thick milk shakes.
Richards laugheti at.tbe charges wood as a base for !A:At ArrAgements are being corn- versity of Texas," Dr. 0. B.
of Wes Santee, the disbarred quality beech flooring.
for a convertible private Williams. chairman of the Unimiler, that most postegradnate suits in what is called a
h- dining room to serve groups versity Athletic Council, said
stars were making much *limey Wiled, one-piece "floating" fibor, end organizations desiring dti- 'Monday.
Williams was quick to deny a
off amateur track.
with elimination .of the pier ; ate parties.
"Last year I wound up the experienced hi skating on 1111&
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Mills report that Dodd, Georgia Tech
season with 90 dollars left over conventional type floor using who are operating the Murray coach, "will be" Texas' new
THIS IS Otaref tete not tangles as the Russians downed the Canaafter paying all of my expenses" joists.
Grill have had years of ex- coach and athletic director. But
FORMERLY WITH ARTHUR MURRAY STUDIOS
dians 97-59 tsr Olympic basiietban at Melbourne. Russia's
he revealed. "I sent it back to
The
rink
has
a
lobby.
ticket
perience in food handling. For Williams admitted that Dodd
grabs the loose ball from Canada's Don Medi:lTorban
the AAU.' Nobody is making booth, private office. skate-imps ,four years Mr. Mills served as "ranks high on our list."
antsrimusessal Itedeepaboto/
inen-0i ow floor.
any money out of this game."
and built-up glassed-in
Thef in the officers club. March
- - --No man ever has valuted 16 cation and control room over- Field, California. They are pret
ahead,
feet. but Richards, looking
looking the floor. It is equipped pared and equipped to serve
said that Don Bragg of Villa- with the very finest of sound any otder from a hamburger
be
nova College "is a cinch to
„
the first man to do it."
athRichards is proud of his
letic achievements but it is the
1, ••••
payoff on a ministerial decision
to help him get closer to the'
to make Coach Don Faurot's fi- young folks.
By UNITED PRESS
•
11 you're a Navy rooter and nale a Winning one against Kan`, ,! •
"They listen better if you haveplan to bet with your fellow- sas while Miami is picked by an athletic reputation," he adnorker on Saturday's Army - :the same spread to defeat Florida mitted. "So I think I've been
?'r Navy football gamte-be prepared in their Sunshine State classic. able to do more good making
Among the bowl hopefuls. Ten- speeches to some five million
to spot him a 21-2 point advantnessee is picked by 13% points high school students."
age.
That's the official "spread" fa- over Vanderbilt, Baylor is 12 . The vaulting parson plans to
_
voring the Middies in their an- Iiiver Rice, ississippi is nine over seek his doctors d
nual head - knocking with the Mississippi State. and Georgia Harvard or Duke.
204 South 4th Street
"I've got to catch up on my
Cadets Saturday at Phiadelphia, Tech is 15 over Georgia:
education, get back to my prowhich usually attracts almost as
fession-,.and spend my time with
TCU Over SMU
• many friendly wagers as a KenTexas Christian, which already my family," he nodded. "So this ;
tucky Derby or a World Series.
like the end of the com- •
Navy rated its slight edge be- has earned a berth in the Cotton looks
petitive road for me."
cause cf a superior record this Bowl, is a heavy 13-point favyear. The Middies have won six orite over Southern Methodist,
games, while losing-- to Tulane while Auburn is rated Tin over
MOUSE NEEDS A HOME
and tying puke.' Army has won Alabama. and Tulane is seven
LONG BEACH, Calif. IP
floe and lost to Michigan. Syra- over Louisiana State.
Notre Dame will close out its City officials today were trying
cuse and Pittsburgh.
eo•rse season in 23 years as a to find a ,house a home. A small
Contest A Tom-Up
The "wizards of odds" also an- 13-point underdog against South- one-story frame house was found
tkipate a close game when Bos- ern California. Oklahoma, head- perch& on wooden blocks in
ton College and Holy Cross meet ing for the nations championship, the middle of a residential area
in another reneweal of their is such astim-heave favorite to street. In Was empty and Officials
ancient rivalry at Boston. This beat Oklahoma A&M that no can't locate the owner.
contest was rated 3 toss-up. al- odds were quoted on this game. —
In Thursday's Southwest Con- rent capacity.
runner Bon Choke carries torch around track.
a1111111111
though BC has won five of eight
gatnes. whiie Holy Cross has a ference game, teras A&M is ex- . Homer told the annual conP'
A.
11114fr4ft7 "
nected to defeat Texas by at verities' of the Investment Bankfeatures of the famous
4-3-1 mark.
Has many of the
least
14%
America
the
Lacks only the more
of
points.
It
Association
era
marked the k
Most of the other favorite's in
Smith-Corona "88." special office work.
the
industry
•
first
facing
time
in
the
problem
long
history of big
this weekend's traditional seaelaborate features for
today!
son-ending games vsoire picked this series that .the Longhorns is how to finance the expansion
See it ... try it
maintain
time
-same
to win -by at least one tiluchdown were underdogs on their home , and at the
• Floating
investreturn
on
adequate
an
Missouri is a 61-2 point choice campus
Shift
ment.
Keyboard
-More realistic pricing is ob• Superspeed
Action
viously part of the answer,"
said .Homer, whose company is
the country's second largest bleul
maker, accounting for nearn
one-sixth of the industry's totat
capacity.
'-But because new, highscost.,THE. DESTRUCTIYE TERMITE
$16950
facilities will be only a small j
part of total facilities, these
necessary price adjustments. .
FREE INSPECTION
. — ---need not be drastic. A relatively •
TERM AVAILABLE
litoLiSSWOOD REACH. Fla. IP small increase in earnings per •
- A. B. Homer. president of ton spread over all proilucts will ,
eie'hlehem Steel
. said orb:• maintain or improve the return
-Licensed and Insuredsteel making capacity will have on investment."
Sam Kelley
!‘t, rise 59 per cero it, the deic
Homer said the industry is
' 13 iears, to keep pace with laying great hope on government
Phor.. &di
wing steel eorniumption.
aid through the acceieratfd irnorlie predicted the economy
• tization ioute. This permits tax
s') will probably require 200 purpoee deductions of a •large •
, Airin tons of steel, which part of the cost of new facilities
',old mean an expansion of over a live year period instead
tarried from Greece.
about 70 million tons user cur - of the normal depreciation rate.
laglArt11111,J_Dypple

10 Years Ago This Week

Murray Grill Has Latest Of
Equipment, Modern Fixtures

NOTICE

Texas Team
Needs Coach.

DOWN UNDER AT OLYMPICS

HENRY TRENT

•ik•••

If You're Interested In Learning

Ball Room Dancing
CALL 2140-W

Dick Smith

'Nay's- Favored Over Army In
itf Annual Fracas On Saturday•

s,

•

TORCH STARTS THE OLYMPICS

slt.ttor,c1

SENSATIONAL

VALUE

NEW SMITH-CORONA PACEMAKER

(7-

Steel Top
Hard Top Is
Ford First

•

TERMITES

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES

Kelley's Pest
Control

Greene 0. Wilson, manager

Phone 55
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THE MURRAY GRILL THE MURRAY ROLLER RINK
and

I

1413 WEST MAIN STREET

-Say au re-
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fardin Simibye.
•oit — HorA

Friday - Saturday - Sunday -

Nov.30, Dec.tt and Dec.

2
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'er Southern
.o.s they say
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his could be
tsas—Cheerie

over Notre
he.
Vest
Jose State—
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CE

stive Fori
WING
MPANY
Murray

'ICE and
otact

RENT

One Of West
Kentucky's
FINER RESTAURANTS

Street
550

4

The South's
-FINEST

ROLLER RINK
Telephone 9111
Fpr Reservations

-a.

For s

PRIVATE
PARTIES
-rat

GRILL OPEN
C
.

MURRAY'S FAMILY

6 a.m. to 11 p.m. daily
including Sundays

RECREATION
CENTER

iER

MR. and MRS. JAMES MILLS, Managers

.

REGISTER In BOTH
GRILL and ROLLER RINIC.for

Over $10000 In FREE PRIZES

CONGRATULATIONS

West Kentucky BRUCKEN CO.
HARRY HARRIS
Service Equipment
LumberaSupplies Food and
Supplies
'Store- Fixtures
SCARBOROUGH Freeman Johnson, owner
from

120-124 N.W. First Street
Evansville, Indiana

PLUMBING & ELECTRIC
Rt. 1

Phone /175

We are happy to have had the opportunity to do the wiring and
plumbing for this lovely building.

CONGRATULATES
you on this beautiful new
Grill and Roller Rink
We apprvriate the opportunity of
furnishing your building supplies
and doing the construction work
on the building.

Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Scarborough

We are proud to be your Food
Service Equipment and Supply
Dealer, and to have furnished your
Dining Room.

GOOD LUCK and
THANKS

-L.

r•esopor.......

KENGAS

SPRAY PAINTING
CONTRACTOR

CONGRATULATES
the Owners & Management
of both the Roller Rink
and Restaurant

114 N. 2nd St.. Paducah, Ky.

"No Job Too Large or

•

•

Glindel Reaves

EXTENDS BEST WISHES FOR
YOUR SUCCESS

Too Small"

We are happy to have had the
priviledge of supplying the heating
system for this lovely plant.

KENGAS, Inc.
Thanks for giving us the opportunity to furnish your kitchen
equipment.

We are happy to have had the opportunity of gpray Painting your
fine building.

105 N. 5th St.
Phone 1177
COMPLETE GAS SERVICE
Including Heating and Cooking
Appliances

%
•

•
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, E.cbtol .
21/iss .4nita Rowland

ehone 694-M-4 or 763-J

Weddings

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Becomes The Bride
Of Paul Mansfield

Activities

Club News

LocaL

1

1

ea Chevrolet Cameo Sets Truck Style Pace ea(
art
"

*A.

'Itssosssri..

4

Workshop is Hold
By Creative Arts
Department Monday

PLASTIC GREENHOUSE•USERS
SHORT COURSE DEC. 14

Commercial vegetable growers
of Kentucky using plastic greenhouses will get a greenhousemanagement "short short-course"
Friday, Dec. 14 at the University
of Kentucky.
Experiment station and Extension Service specialists will discuss greenhouse weeds, diseases,
insects, marketing, engineering,
and plant production, George
Marlowe, Extension Service vegetable specialist, says.
Dr. E. M. Emmert, station
horticulturist who pioneered in
plastic greenhouse work in the
nation, will be one of the speakers.
Vegetables to be discussed will
include tomatoes, beans, lettuceM
redishes and cucumbers.
The course opens at 8 a.m.
and closes at 3 p.m., and includes practical work in the
Experiment Station's var ious
plastic-covered houses.

The Creative Arts Department
The Alpha Department of the of the Murray Woman's Club
Friday. November 30
will meet held its monthly workshop at
The Woman s Missionary Soc- Murray Woman's Club
at two-thirty the club house on Monday, Noiety of the First Baptist Church at the club house
note change in vember 26, beginning at t e- n
will have a mission study aid 'clock. Members
o'clock in the morning.
at
date.
the
luncheon
dish
covered
•• • •
Mrs. Henry Holton presented
church at ten o'clock.
the lesson on the "Framing of
•• • •
Thursday, November 29
The Paris Road Homemakers Suitable Pictures for Finished
Saturday. December I
Club will meet at the home of Frames." Svereal of the memMiss Rebel Steely at one o'clock. bers worked on this project
•• • •
which was in keeping with previous lessons on the refinishing
Wednesday. November 28
Style leader of the truck Geld for 1,57, the models. Desigp highspot of the Cameo is a twoThe Sunbeams of the Memorial of picture frames.
Chevrolet Cameo Carrier half-ton pickup packs tone panel on plastic rear fenders. Chevrolet's
at the
The second lessen on the
the Name utility punch as other lightweight new truck tine is the meat versatile ever offered.
Mrs. John Winter opened her Baptist Church will ez...t
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elder
en
ood
W
o'clock.
of
Huge
"Painting
three
at
Street
church
home on North Sixteenth
were the only attendants.
Trays" was very ably presented
65 years were asked to state
WOOL IN LEAD
for the meeting of the Book
Foie her wedding the bride
their likes and dislikes for vaby Mrs Arlo Spry-neer. These
ITY
POPULAR
IN
of the American AssociaCroup
Thursday. November 29
wore a beantifnl pink wool jerrious fibers used for the above
projects were completed by sevof University Women held •
tion
The Zeta Departmen: of the eral of ehe members.
sey sheath dress with a matching
changing their purposes. Here is what they
women
Are
November 26, at
Monday.
on
Murray Woman's Club will have
hat to which was attached a
Mrs. Fred Gingles presided at
minds about the fabric they like said:
seven-thirty o'clock in the evena dinner meeting at the club the meeting in the absence of
About 80 per cent preferred
shoulder length veil Of illusion.
IMAM
for suits, skirts and sweatbest
ing.
wool and wool blends for suits;
house at seven o'clock. The hus- the chairman, Mrs. V. E. WindHer other accessories were black
ers?
Kathryn
by
"The Nun Story"
of
bands will be guests. Note change sor .who is ill and the vice-ehair- As
and she carried a white orchid
Not to any great extent, re- the remaining 20 per cent
Hulme was the book reviewed
votes were scattered among all'
date.
In
speciaplaced on a white Bible.
clothing
Extension
port
by Mrs. Ted Clack who gave a
71 per
lists at the University of Ken- other fibers. For skirts,
who has a new baby girl. Mrs.
-•-• Mrs. Elder was attired in a most interesting account. Mrs.
for wool and its
voted
cent
a
cite
they
proof,
For
tucky.
sleeted
was
dress
blue wool jersey sheath
H. B. Bailey. Jr.,
Harry Whayne is chairman ,of
next
survey made by the U. S. De- blends, with cotton rating
Sy LYLE C. WILSON
with matching hat and other ac- the group.
temporary chairman to serve the
fall, winter and
for
to
wool
which
in
e
Agricultur
of
partment
cessories of black. Her corsage,
remainder of the rar with Mrs. United Press Stan Correspondent
Refreshments were served by
18 to spring wear.
WASHINGTON API —The elec- almost 2,500 women from
was of pink carnations.
Gingko as vice-chairman.
the hostess.
By United Press
Women voting for wool for
Plans were made for the tion made Vice Piffnient RichFollowing the ceremony a reEgg yolks can be kept fresh for Christmas Bazaar to be held by ert, M. Niixon and Sen. Estes bidden by the rules of polite suits and skirts said they did
Rowland
Pat
Mrs.
and
covered
Rowland.
are
ception was held at the Rowland
several days if they
the department at the club house Kefauver the most likely heirs poitics to go out after the top so because of its warmth, good
/ home at 317 Woodlawn Street in served ,the guests.
with cold water and stored in on Friday, December 7, begInaing in their iesoextive parties to the place on hiS party's ticket until wearing qualities, its ability to
of
graduate
The bride is a
•.Murray The beautifullyipppointthe refrigerator.
given the nod by his chief. His hold its shape, and good apat one o'clock in the aftmeation. 1960 presidential nomination.
ed table was overlaid. with a Murray High School and attendof the club
were equally handicap- pearance. It sheds soil, cleans
Members
by
friends
Articles
stop
and
ixon
stop-N
Angry
lovely cloth and centered with ed Murray State College. Mr.
well, and is smart looking after
The shells of hot hard-boiled will be on sale and refreshenents
just
are
campaigns
ped,Kefauver
a gorgeous arrangement of pink Mansfield was graduated from. eggs can be removed easily if the
dry cleaning and pressing.
To Ike
will around the corner. They are
Challenge
proceeds
The
No
served.
be
will
In sweaters, 43 per cent of
carnations and white chrysan- Hickman High School and is now eggs are rinsed quickly in cold go toward the Youth program
It will be no challenge to Mr.
loaded with political trouble for
ernplo3ed in St. Louis, Mo., where water.
those interviewed voted for wool
themums.
e,
ur
ut
f
political
the
's
of
All
members
Eisenhower
town.
has
the
of
'both major parties. Kefauver
and wool blends, 33 per cent
-- Miss Fidelia Austin. Miss Patsy the couple will make their home.
various departments and the been stopped before this. He however. for any member of his for Orlon, and 12 per cent for
To make girdles last longer, general public are inged to atfor
now
reach
to
ion
came to the 1952 Democratic administrat
wool
fasten garters straight and in tend the Bazaar.
nomination. nylon. Those preferring
National Convention with solid the 1960 presidential
named warth, appearance, ease
's
the center of the stocking's hewn.
Eisenhower
A picnic lunch was enjoyed delegate backing won in a spec- It is beyond Mr.
of care, and texture as desirable
at the noon hour. The hostesses tacular blitz of important presi- grasp in any event. President do, qualities.
placed
are
turbans
several
to
If
y, dential primaries.
however, frequently prefer
were Mrs. George E.
in one box, pack each ..vith tissue Mrs. Glenn Pace, and 11E
4 elly
.t
117
(
led the field on the choose their successors. They like
Kefauver
its
keep
will
paper so that it
complete the
Cromwell.
first two 1952 nominating bal- to handpick men to
shape better.
finally, by program which no president ever
stopped,
was
He
lots.
__M__
however
a combination of big city Demo- is able to complete,
To,,keep fresh bread and cake
organized labor, many White House terms he may
machines,
cratic
from crumbling when you cut it,
conservative Southerners. T h it serve.
place a thin-bladed knife in hot
The stop-Nixon campaign will
successful effort to cut Kefauver
cut.
then
and
it
dry
'water,
afafir, didown to size was sparked by be a double barrelled
then president rected both at persuading Mr.
Truman,
S.
Harry
Doughnuts can be sugared
endorse
of the United States. Mr. Tru- Eisenhower publicly to
easily and quickly by placing
front again this some other man for the 1960
out
was
man
them in a paper .bag with powand at
year in preventing Kefauver's presidential nomination
dered sugar and then shaking the
nomination for president, an of- persuading the American people
bag.
be presifice for which Mr. Truman says that Nixon is unfit to
fitness
president's
vice
The
dent.
unfit.
is
senator
the
You can save sugar by letting
for higher office was a major
Sid Folds
Nixon
Stop
10
minutes
eyed fruits boil for
Nixon survived a 1956 stop Democratic campaign theme this
before adding sugar to them.
which had the Repub- year. It seemed not to set the
campaign
-spinning off its axis parties afire.
Party
lican
Fats can be used over and over
There were Republicans, too,
folded under pressure
it
before
they are strained after each
of grass roots Republican leaders who warned that Nixon's reamp.
who not only like Ike but like nomination would jeopardize Mr.
Nixon, too. That campaign was Eisenhower's re-election. Harold
to prevent Nixon's renomination E. Stassen took leave as White
To hemp' pared fruit looking
House disarmament aid to exfor vice president.
height pour a little lemon juice.
-astimos
/ in a pre-conThe 1960 play will be for big- pound that vies,
over it.
----"••■=11SIBBS
ger stakes and, correspondingly, vention stop-Nixon campaign. He
by
Nixon's
seconding
W. MAIN STREET
it is likely to be noisier, angrier ended
F.ir better toast use day old ;
was nomination before the Republithan
y
newsworth
more
and
Illilli•••11•11111•101111
bread instead of fresh bread.
the effort to keep Nixon off the can National Convention.
•
ticket this year. Both 'the senator
and the vice president are favorUNIQUE PHONE SERVICE
ed by new political circumstances. President Eisenhower is barSAN FRANCISCO 'ffl —A new
red by constitutional amendment
phone service to help pet owners
from seeking or serving a third
••••""
recover lost animals has been
term. Adlai E. Stevenson, who
inaugurated here, thanks to the
heeded the Democratic ticket this
Society for the prevention of
THE P1111111/1101 fact Sniting
year, has lost two successive
disa
special
All students will be given
enmity to Animals and the
panel to Ha Atlantis and Gulf
presidential contests and is not
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
count tonight. Your identification will be
of Mexico leek strike Unaided
likely to be chosen to lead a
Co. To get information on all
tis Mat Thom W. Holland. third.
your Student Activity Card. Admission
IMAM
animals brought into SPAC
Wren eielisimlis professor at
will be 35c.
Prior to the anti-third term
George Washingten ustverslig.,
headquarters during the previous
a presiof
member
a
,
amendment
24 hours, a pet owner merely
He to shown at his desk in.
(halarnattortedJ • dential administration was forWasEtingtoa.
dials L-tr-S-T- D-O-G.
Miss Anita Da le Rowland.
daughter of Pat Rowland of Murray. became the bride of Paul
Rio Mansfield, son of Mrs Noah
Mansfield of Hickman and the
late Mr Mansfield
The double ring ceremony was
performed by Dr. H C. Chiles,
the First Baptist
pastiir of
Church, at his horde on Elm
Street on Saturday, November
24. at two o'clock in the afternoon.

Mrs. John Winter
Hostess For Group

Kefauver And
Named
Heirs

Household Hints

ater..
_ 41,1aL

NOW!

2

•.7,

0•111",
•
"

PARADIS (platinum)
$975 to 5000

Furches
'JEWELRY
L Side Sq.

Ph. 1934

Thursday_

_ A MAN LIKE HANE .. THE
SUSPENSE Ot HIGH NOON!

_
Dade fad Inn

Special Prices
ON PERMANENTS

Until December 22nd
Come get your permanent
at a special price and register
for the
$50 PERMANENT
TO BE GIVEN FREE
On Christmas

t4-

Chris Beauty Shop
PHONE 31S-W

RMItaL% nt/CIC:.

71ORM

Days

Kentucky Colonel

"COLLEGE NIGHT"

(DAIRY ANN)

REFUGEES DIG IN AT KILAiir,',1

pigtails
don't
wear out

ii

0
1.111.411,

•

Will Be Closed
EACH MO,NPAY AT 2 p.m.
FOR

PRIVATE
PARTIES

40 I
Shirttails' don't either. In time a collar w 'fray but the tail
which was washed just ai often will be g0d as new. Per..
sonal wear makes the collar fray while our careful laundering keeps the tail like new. For longer wear let our laundry,
pamper your shirts.

Please Make Reservations Early

BOONE

JIM and GEORGE

LAUNDRY, and.CLEANERS

PHONE 1751

409 MAPLE

a El 4;;,,,,

PillONE 233

dig into chow at Camp
....._REFUGEES from the revolution lit Hungary
(International)
"B.iireer, N. .1. They were Sown to the U. S.

r. ••••7.
• ,
•

•

•

- -.

•

1966

JIIE•USERII
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?AGE FIVE

FHA Serves

)le growers
astic greengreenhousetort-course"
University

and Extents will dieIs, diseases,
engineering,
on, George
Service yes.
ert, station
ionecred in
Pork in the
the speak-

86 per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for Mic — Sc per word for three days. Classified ads are payable hi
advance.
•••••••

school bus and mail route Nice
7 room house and stock barn.
Also good Ford Ferguson tractor
BOYS TROUSERS. jackets and with equipment. 70 barrels of
sport coat, good, sizes 10, 12, 14. corn. 2 brood sows with pigs, 1
1
2 acre of toCall Mrs. Truman Smith, 177. cow, 1 mare and /
N3OP bacco. A real bargain.
1, 18,
1 ACRE FARM about 6
COCKER SPaniel puppier, males, miles west of Murray on
black210, females $5. Call 568-W-1 or top. Good improvements. Water
see Wybert Morris, Cadiz road. pi the house.
N29P A NICE MODERN 5 room house
with garage and utility on 2 acre
1 EXTRA GODO Speed Queen
lot. Near grocery and church,
wringer washer. Also two 1958
about 5 miles out.
repossessed clothes dryers. See
Galloway Ins. and Real Estate
M. G. Richardson or call 74.
Agency Ph. 1062. Home 151-M.
N28C
N30C

FOR SA I ,P

iscussed will
ens, lettuceM
ers.
at 8 a.m.
is, and inirk in the
,o
. various

0,

SLEEPING ROOMS, one block
—
from campus. Ideal for college i
boys, private. Phone 891-W.
_
House No. 107 N., 17th St. N29P
USED BABY BED. Phone 1946.
FURNISH
N30C
APT., electrically
equipped, furnish
heat, adults
only. Rowlett Apt. 711 Main St
Phone 867-J after 5 p.m.
N29C

owner-operators of farms no
larger than family-type In the :
past the agency only r ; nanced
loans when the refinanchg was
incidental to the making of
real estate -loans for the purchase
or improvement of family-type
farms.

Larger Credit
Needs Today

' Female Help Wanted

APARTMENT, nice for school EXPERIENCED Waitress. Please
boy and wife Also nice bedroom
in person College Grill,
for two boys, 300 Woodlawn..
Phone 503 or 1687.
N28C
Also basement rooms, private entrance, girls or boys. Call 1057-W.
N29P

HELP WANTED,

i

FOR RPAT

NOTICE

LOOK, Weather - Master Alum
window and door shade-screen 5 ROOM

PROTECT YOUR HOME winter
Brick House on 8th and summer with Alhom AlumExt. Full basement. Phone 1801. inum Triple • Track combination
N28C storm-screen windows and doors
Bucy Building Supplies.
DIC
•5 ROOM UNfurnished apartment ONLY ONE Garage Door tears
in brick duplex. 7201
/
2 Sycamore. this famous trade mark "OverN29C head Door". See at Joey BuildPhone 1759-J.
ing Supplies.

les

DO YOU WANT TO OWN AND OPERATE YOUR

RY

OWN BUSINESS WHERE YOU CAN BE YOUR

National

FARM AND HOME NOTES
A representative of the Farmers Home Administration is at
In Mason County, where 400
the ASC office at Murray each
second and fourth Wednesday women are members of the
from approxtrnately
1:00 until Homemakers Association, each
family represented takes a daily
3:00 p.m.
paper. T h e total membership
read 1,600 books and 3,000 magazines the past year.

Personals

DIC

FOR LEASE: Service station and
restaurant on U.S. Hwy. 641, nine
miles south of Murray, Ky. Keasonable rent. Equipment furnished. Call Murray 838 for details.
TFC

The

nuts for pistachio ice
featured in December
Mrs. Jesse Hill of Murray because of its green color, are
Route Five is spending two weeks imported largely from Turkey,
with friends and relatives in Al- Syria, Iran and other Middle
East countries.
liance, Ohio, and Wayne, Mich.

"cream,

NO GASOLINE on Saturdays and Sundays. • Parts motorist Is
told as France cuts down on consumption due to the Sues canal
bottleneck.
thatersictional)
- -

,Assemble, using II-penny finishing nails and glue. Fasten
the interior strips with 1-inch
brads, and the rails with 4penny finishing nails.
Insert a cardboard sheet in
front of the interior strips.
Stuff the space behind it with
cotton or crumpled newspapers. Thumbtack or tape•target to the front.
Fasten the box to the wall
or hang it from joists. Do sot
use this box for high-powered
atr pallet guns or .22 rifles.

•

Private lenders supply most
of the funds for the agency's
farm real estate loans under
the insured loan program. The
lender' receives 3½
per cent
interest a n d the GoVernment
charges an additional 1 per cent
for insurance. The Farmers Home
Administration makes, services,
and collects the loans.

mint green EXPERIENCED Mechanic. S e e
size 18 mo., one, yellow size in- Elmer Sholer at Main Street
N29C

'
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

An indoor fl-B gun target
may be made from three pieces
of lumber: two pieces of % or
1 by 8-inch lumber,8 feet long;
and one piece of 12-inch width,
8 feet long. Rip the 12-inch
board to produce the 8%-inch
top; use the remainder to produce the rails and interior
strips. Cut out the upper front
corners of the sides to insert
the top rail.

WANTED to BUY ,

5 ROOM BRICK house With 3
fant. one brown size 2. Phone Motors
bedrooms and utility, oil furnace,
1121-R.
N29C
FHA loan, 510 Beale St. Loan
N30C
transferred,

otinum)
i000

MAKE A TARGET BOX

Loans for refinancing will help
farmers who have adequate real
estate security and who are
otherwise in a sound position
The farm ownership loan serbut who are unable to meet
ice which has enabled man)
their present credit obligations
Kentucky farmers to buy, enand need credit on more favorlarge, or improve their farm,
,
with 40-year loans has recently able terms and conditions than
'are currently available from
io en :or panded to enable the
other lenders. The reparne...ts
Fat mers Home Administration to will be scheduled
over periods
s._•rve the credit needs of a larger up to 40 years
according to IFir,
number of farm families, Ray- borrower's ability to
repay. Intmond E. Hogue, the agency's erest, or interest plus
insurance
county supervisor said today.
charges, will be 41
/
2 per cent.
tinder recent legislation loans
The regular credit services of
be made primarily
may now
to refinance existing debts of the agency including loans for
the purchase and improvement
•
of family-type farms are continued.

era GIRLS WINTER COAT, size 12,
N29P SNOWSUITS, one
- like new. Phone 727-4.

or Alum screen. No down pays
, ment, 36 months to pay. Call
11, anytime. 18th at Main. Home
Comfort Co. Phone 1303.
N28P
—
I. 30 ACRE FARM 6 miles west
of Murray on good gravel road,

HERE'S HOW..

Lumber Ilansf&cluner• Aasoefatio•

SHELL
FUEL
OIL

Ky. Lake Oil
Company
Fuel Tanks Available
Phone 152

OWN BOSS AND GAIN FINANCIAL SECURITY?

Ph. 193-J

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
One of the fastest growing tusinesses in North America now

1111110116.

has an veto:lye franchise available in this area. This is a low
overhead business that does not require a college education
or any past business experience. Age is no barrier. We have
many successful franchise owners near

you. Men from

walks of life are entering this business and

all

are finding it

something they have always wanted. We have reported earnings in our files ranging from $550.00 to $1,1-00.00 a month net
profit to our franchise holders. Men selected now are receiv.
ing the best franchises.Thi s is a proven business now in 1t1
fourth year. We set up your busines for you and completely
train you in all iphases of operation. If you are a hard worker

(4IP

you will be successful. Our Patent Pending and Reg. Trademark will protect you from competition and

your franchise

'

55's
FOR15 CREVY

The Southern Bell Telephone:
and Telegraph Company has applied to the Public Service Commission of Kentucky for authority to increase its rates anO
charges to its customers in Ken-tucky. A schedule of the proposed
rates will be promptly filed at
the local exchange office. A
bearing upon said
application
will be held by the Public Service Commission of Kentucky a'
its offices in Frankfort, Kentucky
at 9:00 a.m.I on December 18,
1956.
N28;D5;D12

BEL-AIRE 2-ORS.'&
— V-8 and 6
CYLINDER SOLIDS & TWO-TONE COLORS

• $11295.
— Special This Week Only!! —

will be exclusive. If you are honest, sincere, reliable and have
a good standing in your community

LOST & FOUND

and are interested, you

may learn more details by writing to Box 32-K. Please state
present position and how long you have lived in this area.
Down payment of $2,500.00 is ,required.

LOST: Black Heifer, about 3 yrs
old. Call 1494-M-2R. W. C. MilN3OP
ler, east of Murray.

eiv*#

By WILLIAM MOLE

•

.•

covering and laid it on the
"Who's that?" he asked. Lockyer stared at him coldly, nesitated, walked over to the ,.able.
For live or six seconds he looked
at the photograph, then walked
back to the fireplace.
"It could be him," he Said in
'
an unemotional voice.
"Who?" Casson persisted.
now
that
you
have
"Begot. And
got your answer, I fear that I
must leave. I am going to the
city. Can I offer you a lift?"
He walked over to a side-table
and took a cigarette from a highly-polished wooden box. His face
was turned halfway troll Casson
as he lit it but Casson could see
the unsteady fingers which nerd
the match.
"I am sorry," said Casson, 'but
I am afraid I cannot go yet."
Lockyer
threw
the scarcely.
smoked cigarette in the fireplace
and rounded on him.
"I have told you that I do not
desire to proceed further in this
affair," he said, and there was an
inflexion of desperate anger in
his tone. "I wish you to respect
my confidences. I regard the
whole matter as closed."
"I am forced to tell you," said
Casson, "that you cannot consider
it as closed. .. ."
"It's nothing to do with you.
It Is my affair. I prefer to forget
It."
"You can't. Your bank is involved."
Lockyer stared at him.
"Gamrnan's?" he asked harsh"How?"
j"Etagot gets his information
trOm your bank."
Lockyer was silent. In the end
he turned away.
"I don't believe It," he said.
"I'm pretty sure I'm right,*
was beginning, whest
Casson
Lockyer's man Came into the
room and announced that the taxi
was at the door.
"Right, Dobbie," said the banker. "I will be there in a minute."
He waited until his man fled
closed the door, then turned on
Casson. "Pretty sure!" lie remarked bitterly. "Pretty sure!
You'd better start being certain
before you make accusations like
that."

134.
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too Ogg U. Po 00 —AN rieb•• mon."
Cep, ISIS by WNW New* $ywdbeoe. inet. MC.' - 2 -

ABBIE an' SLATS
POP; BEC W;I LOVE 'IOULOW- EVERYBODY.'

by Raeburn Van Buren
4A1.[THAT'SGASP)
...
NO
E4CUS FER HALF
,

• ,•{

OuLVERIZIN'
netE,IS

,

I DON'T )4EED AVie

EXCUSE -ALL I HAVE TO
TELL YOU IS THATCHARLIE
DOBBS AND I ARE GOlNG
TO GET MARRIED

5,..'—

T• PP* •S S
C y, IOU b•

IT'S THE TIME,
NOT THE PEOPLE,
THAT'S THE

SURPRISE,
HONEYWHEN ?,

AWAY./
I'M SO
CHARLIE DOESN'T HAPPY FOR.
WANT TO
YOU, SUE,
WAIT-AND 'CARL NG -FOR
NEITHER,
YOU AND
DC I,'
CHARLIE:
RIGHT

"i3isi€64—

OP —An

LI1' ABNER

by Al

1

GO FETCH
A PIANO
FUM TH'
LADIES'

.- AH IS MARRIEDK
,
N-I WON'T NEVER
OE BO"/LESS NO
[

I

Lockyer gets a rude shock
In C".,.- 7-ter
In thl• newspaper tomorrow.

BROTHERHOOD,
I-IALL AN'
POOLROOM!!

1149 it thot

•

•

BRING ME
SOME CANDY
ON YOUR WAY
BACK

DEL_
THIS SIGN itOR
THE SIGN
SHOP

,
-

•

- (WE WILL NOT BE UNDER SOLD)
Third and Maple
Phone 519
by Ernie BualunilIer

rtA

•

1

Lampkit Motor Sales

NANCY

of the lmok's publisher, Ikkid. Meaci44 Co.
0 1955 by William Mole. Reprinted by permission
Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
!respectable. EaCh one a potential
CHAPTER 14
rASSON gave Strutt the writ- victim. None outstandingly suitten case-history' Strutt read ed. So we can't warn the victim
It through i twice, saying nothing. ; and set a trap in his house."
We couid pick up Perry as he
He reached for the photographs
makes the touch and try to
and studied them.
"Good."• he commented. "But frighten him?"
"No good. He wouldn't squeak.
not proof." •
"I get that tomorrow mottling." Nor would the victim. You icnow
Strutt took a swig of lager and that."
"Blast them."
looked at him. "On that prance
"We must go on watching him.
graph"-Casson painted at the
Let's
hope he gives some indicaone of Perry emerging from his
house as Bagot-"I p2ncilled m tion of the victim. Then we
heavier spectacles. I showed it might try a trap. The victim
to my housekeeper, who watehed wouldn't object to that."
"Shall I put our boys on to
him with me yesterday in Montpelier Square. She identified it at watching him?"
"No," said Casson quickly. "It's
once. I'm having it faked up and
six copies made I shall take one bad enough with me. There's no
mell
early tomorrow and show it to mum for another. He'd
Lockyer. If he identifies it we trouble."
"Yes," Strutt replied grudginghave iiroot Perry will be Begot
"Lockyer won't play," Strutt ly. "All right."
Casson left at midnight and
objected.
; went back to Chiswick.
"He will."
I "E.xtraordinary." said Adeline,
"Why? He's frightened."
"Gam/mars Bang' Let me see after he had gone. "Why does he
the report on Greenhaugh." Cas- do it?"
"Do what, love?"
son leafed over the papers. He
"Hunt criminals."
skimmed down the page and then
"He likes it," replied her husI thought it
pointed. "See?
would be. Greenhaugh's pincipal band. "So do I."
Adeline smiled and collected
Bank in London was Grubman's.
That's where his main account the teacups.
"Poor Casson," she said. "Once
was kept. He only had an arrangement with the Lloyd's he gets into a thing like that, it
branch in Mayfair because it was sort of eats him. You know, de
near his office. Lockyer of course gets all tied up inside and angry."
Strutt kissed her. "Now it's
banks at Gamman s. Macfarlane
works in Gamman's. Lockyer will bed for you. my love. Off you
he said.
go,"
have to help because it looks as
• • •
if one of his staff is giving inCasson was up early the next
formation to a blackmailer. I'm
sure that's how Perry got his morning and away to Mount
background stuff -and how he Street, leaving a note for Mrs.
knew exactly how much to tap Gunn to explain his unusual departure. At Mount Street he had
them for. . . ."
breakfast and waited for the fin"Macfarlane's the stooge?"
ished
photographs to arrive.
"It looks.like it."
They were delivered at ten min"Good," he said "I'd., like copies
utes
past
Perry.
nine. Casson ripped
picture
of
of your faked-up
I'll send one down to the Yard open the envelope and laughed.
and one to the Hatfield police tor Nevill had done his work well.
Miss Martin to identify. You'll Begot stood there to the fife.
He sealed two of the portraits
let me know about Lockyer?"
I'll In an envelope, addressed it to
As soon as I've seen
Strutt, and left it at the West
ring you."
"Right. Now. how 80 we catch End Central Police Station. He
arrived in Launceston Street at a
Perry ?"
"Let's have a look at the peo- quarter to ten, in time, he re. kMontpelier uned, to catch Henry Lockyer beple
who
live
in
Square." Strutt produced the fore he went to the city. He was
list. After a minute Casson threw :shown into the sitting-room.
Lockyer was standing by the
it back at him.
"17selcss.
Lawyers,
dot hos.
civil servants, stutkbruk‘rs. All ,son slid the photograph from its

SEDAN DE VILLE—The coMplitely. new styling of the 1957 Cadillac is readily
apparent in this Sedan de Vile, the four-door hardtop introduced last year. The overall ear is lower, the hood and rear deck are below the fender line ad a restyled
Cadillac tail fin, somewhat remindful of the Eldorado fin, has been adapted. A new
instrument panel, deep post steering column and wide selection of luxurious trims are
featured in interior styling.
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Liberace
Angry Over
"Insulting"
By ALINE MOSSY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD rt? — Members
of the upper classes were "insulting" and those nasty names
the press called him were -bekiw the belt." and Liberace figured he had the last laugh after
his recent London tour by winding up with more fans instead of
less.
Liberace—with George. Mama.
teeth and all--arrived home after
p tour of the British Isles. Some!
PONTIAC CUSTOM CATALINA SEDAN—Longer, lower Star Flight styling of the lux.
of the British critics slung barbs
urious 1957 custom Catalina sedan combines with the powerful new V-8 engine and
that made the kidding he receives
more responsive Strato-Flight Hydra-Matic transmission to make the new car the the
most
from the press here look like
exciting ever offered by Pontiac. Body finish of Lucite lacquer in "dream car" colors
orchids. But the pianist-hooferand upholstery of fine hand-buffed leather are featured on the Star Chief series. The
comedian said he can laugh all ,
sleek Catalina four-door hard-top model is also offered in the Super Chief and Chieftain
the way to the bank again.
series in 1957.
"Some of the people, the upper
— -—
'rust. were absolutely insulting."
Liberace said as he packed his
bags for a Las Vegas appearance
"And the protocol! They didn't
want me to introduce my mother
at the royal command performance. They said it was the
queen's night and I was not to
talk about myself. They said.
"Oh. you Americans don't know
any better—'.
Press R.lesd Anger
NEW YORK, N. Y. —Iowa and
"The press at first made me
used to being kidded. New Hampshire have the highest
angry
but I didn't expect that below- proportion of elders in their
the - belt stuff. However, the population. In both states 11
critics didn't express the attitude percent of the total population—
about one person in nine— is
of the people."
The catastrophe turned into a 6.5 or older.
New Mexico and Arizona have
"personal victory" when "my enPaid H. Douglas,
James IL Illarray,
Paul alettsamara.
tire rune concerts were sold out. the lowest proportion in the 65
Montana
Illeals
I was told I could play there or older bracket — New Mexico
with 5.3 percent, and Arizona
two years."
ii 5.8 is_reent.
"The English oesnle were wonThe foregoing is reported by
derful." he eontirried. "People
here gave me the impression they satisticians. The proportion at 65
were reserve-I But they were or older for the United States
4
more demanstrative than any ai a whole, they also point out,
is 8.6 percent, or about one in
Ame.iean audieness_
"We ,00t thousand; of fan let- twelve' of the entire population.
ters Every time I wax:- blasted :n 1900 on!?'4.1 percent of all
this a g e
by the !leviers my reception was Americans were in '
great
The crowds got larger group.
when the press got nastier. Ac... The proportion of older people
tuallv the write - ups increased has been increasing for more
than a century. slowly at first
try fan following.
"The welcome we got in var- and more rapiolly in recent decious cities was unbelievable In ades. the statisIicians note.
Hubert Humphrey
Richard Neuberger,
Wayne None.
In numbers, those at age 63
London I was a prisoner in my
allasimeta
Oregon
Oregon
and
over
increased
from
3,100.000
hotel. I couldn't go out a n y
in
northern
1900
MS/
to
DernocraUe
14.128.000
RR
have
proclaimed
senators
in
,1955. A
a 'mink
place. Even my mother had to
mum program ut liberal Democratic action- which likely will procontinued, rapid growth of our
have police' protection.
intra-party
duce an
fight in the next Congress. Their 16-point
"Every concert was sold out.1 aged population is foreseen; Bu"manifesto," signet calla fur Challta tn. the cloture. or rm.'
PeopM sitting on the stage! After reau of the Census estimates
permit
a majority to close debate. Southern senators are
rule to
my concerts ended they would predict that by 19Th people at
certain to challenge this, since unlimited debate permits filibusstand in the theater for 35 min- ages 65 and over will number
manifesto
tering.
also calls fur • strong civil rights program. '
The
utes. yelling and stamping their about 304.• milli in more than at
Immigration liberalization, education aid, and delves into the area
fret Then I would read in the present.
policy,
of farm
taxes, noosing, among others.
(Interisatiolia0
newspapers th- next day how
aircuccessfor the coneeri *sae
c• ntinue the present 52 per'
cent
Those er'ties • -ho 'blasted him,
tax rate on corporation income
he added, were frt-m "left-wing
over
$25,000.
papsrs The i'n's othor time I've
The corporate rate is Fched
been, blasted this way was by a
uled to drop to 47 per cent on
(Continued
from
paper in Mo,ies." He 'Nulty
Page One)
Apisl I at a cost to the Tr,asury
sued on L- ndeit columnist.
, of 2 billion dollars a year.
violators t.‘ the extent of loss
Hero In Ireland
• But plans for higher defense
"I was able to counteract the f licenses and dealer's plates.
. spending in the fiscal year startThough the law becoms efbad press with oerssnal intering July 1 iem`understood to
views." he -sail. "In Ireland the 'o• i.c Jan 1, it is expected
have persuaded administration
press made me a natinnal hero That the governor will extend
---ny yip/cant J. 'punkt
and ccngressional leaders that
In 24 hours itst in s*her coun- the time for use of 1956 licenses United Press Staff Correspondent these csts rrisst be postponed.
tries •hat I didn't visit I was to allow the dealers time to
WASHINGTON
— A Trea- j Defense Secretary Charlgs E
before su.ry spokesrnah
not able to dsfool mrself. I will qualify with the
said today the ' Wilson already has said h anapplics,ons.
adm•nistration probably will ask ticipate; an increase of 2 bi!:
yisat more when I retUrn to
Powlimd Green, Inspector, DeiCongress to con:inue, at least 'dollars in the defense budget
Europe next fail"
phrtrnent Motor Transportation
fcr another year. hish excise This would raise it to 38 billion
Liberace weot when his royal
ill be in the
t
court taxes on cigarettes,
beers
:
swatdollars However. some experts.
command performance was can- clerks
office every Tuesday to
believe, Wilson's estimate is too
celled at the last minute because take applications for dealers per- other consumer items.
,
Under present law the levies low.
of England's invasi,,n of Egypt. mits. At other times he may
Scheduled Excise Cuts
Sir Laurence Olivier and other be contacted at Hickman, phone are scheduled to drop automatically on April 1 and save the
Under the scheduled April 1
stars had been outfitted in cos- 2890.
taxpayers 850 million dollars to rduction the excise on cigarettes
tumes identical to Liberace's for
, 900 million dollars a year.
would drop one cent a pack; on
a gigantic seven revolving piano
beer, $1 a barrel; and on autoTax investigation
production number. But he did
The administration's tentative mobiles. from 10 per cent to
get a private audience with the
per cent. Other reductions
—Ian was given to a House ways seven
Pope in Rome.
and means subcommittee by Dan are scheduled for ,wine. liquor,
In Italy Liberace also ordered
T. Smith. special assistant to and automotive parts and aca batch of fantastic salts to wear
(Continued from Pape One)
Treasury
Secretary George M.' cess
"
lesat his Hotel Riviera engagement
Smith said it is too early to
at Las Vegas. One number is a assist with t h e demonstration, Humphrey. The subcommittee is . give the administration's final
investigating the impactf the'
black silk suit woven in celloring a stick of your tobacco excise—or sales—taxes
on both !decision. He said "It appears
phane.
with you so the grader can talk
to us now that it will be necesthe public and business and may i .,„
"In Rome I had to explain to to you directly about your crop.
to as
or •an extension."
propose that some sections of the I
reporters that I do not wear these
Holmes Ellis, manager of the tax laws be overhauled.
"The final decision will not
clothes op the street," he said Western Dark - Fired Tobacco
While Smith did not say so I be made", he added, "until the
with a patient 'air. -They ,.are Growers Associatsin will discuss specifically the
world crisis also President presents his recomstage costumes. Arn't costumes the outlook and situation of the is expected to require the ad- mendations to Congress."
Rep. Herman P. Eberharter
always gaudy?"
tobacco market.
ministration to ask Congress to
(D-Pa) asked Smith if "it isn't
time to decide" wh*ther the
present rates should be made
permanent, instead of merely
being extended on a year-to-year
basis.
Smith replied that administration officials "do have hopes,
and continue to have hopes.
there will be a substantial tax
reduction, and we like to keep
those hopes alive,"
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Send your son or daughter back to cc! ' with a new
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, FREE ESTIMATES
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'
CALL 55 FOR
ALL

The Poultry and Egg National
Board of St. Charles. Ill„ now
has come up with bumper-strips
advertising poultry and eggs.

YOUR

PRINTING

NEEDS.

FIVE DAY FORECAST

PONTIAC CIIIEFTAIN FOUR-DOOR SEDAN—The 1957 Chieftain four-door sedan
is a favorite of owners who want the convenience of four doors in an economy priced
car. Tastefully upholstered in bright combinations of nylon and ,durable vinyl fabrics,
the big, roomy car makes an ideal family car. Star Flight styling otthe exterior is available in 68 color combinations. A new standard of performance results from its big new
V-8 engine and responsive transmission. Pontiac also offers the four-door sedan in the
Star Chief series and the Super Chief series.

By United Press
Kentucky — Temperatures for
the five-day period. Thursday
through Monday, will average
3 degrees below the Kentucky
normal of 41. Normal high for
Kentucky 49, normal minimum
temperature 31. Cold Thursday,
warmer late Friday an,1 Satur—
day. Precipitation will average
near 1-4 inch in now flur
tonight and Thursday. Snow or
rain about Sunday or Monday.

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
PHONE 55

GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager
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